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Overview
Riding dogs are trained mounts to be used by small races (e.g., 
gnomes and halflings). This mount category includes several 
breed of largish dogs. Gnomes may ride breeds like St. Ber-
nards, deerhounds, and mastiffs, while halflings may ride these 
plus breeds on the smaller side of large, like dobermans, labra-
dors, pit bulls, large shepherds, large collies, etc. Some breeds 
of riding dogs have been bred over generations from smaller 
breeds to create larger stock (e.g., hounds and terriers). Though 
many of the breeds mentioned may be trained as hunting, guard 
or war dogs, the riding dog variations are unique breeds select-
ed and trained specifically for riding. Though large in terms 
of dog breeds, riding dogs are considered to be medium-sized 
creatures. They generally have a Strength of 15 and an Intelli-
gence of 2. 

ARMOR CLASS:  
 7 (better if armored) 
HIT DICE: 2+2 
MOVE: 150'(50') 
ATTACKS: 1 bite 
DAMAGE: 2-8

NO. APPEARING:  
 Varies by rider/handler 
SAVE AS: Fighter:1 
MORALE: See below 
TREASURE TYPE: Nil 
ALIGNMENT: Neutral 

Movement/Encumbrance
The movement speed of a riding dog depends on the amount of 
weight it is carrying and/or dragging.

 Carrying Dragging Movement
with light load up to 75# up to 300# 150'(50')
with light/med. load 76-150# 301-600# 120'(40')
with medium load 151-200# 601-900# 90'(30')
with med./hvy. load 201-250# 901-1200# 60'(20')
with heavy load 251-300# 1201-1500# 30'(10')

There is an approximate 1-to-4 ratio of carried weight to drag-
ging weight allowed. For example, a riding dog may carry 30# 
while dragging another 180# and still be considered lightly 
loaded and move at a rate of 150'(50').

Reactions
A riding dog’s actions/disposition are based on the following 
base reaction table.

Roll Reaction
2 hostile/attack
3-5 hostile/possible attack
6-9 uncertain/confused (between hostile/guarded)
10-11 guarded (defends self or master if attacked)
12 watchful  
 (1-3=becomes guarded/defends if attacked,  
 4-6=generally friendly to creature in question)

The longer a riding dog stays with the same owner, the more 
the handler is able to influence the creature’s reaction (when the 
handler is in proximity to the riding dog). For each 6 months the 
dog stays with the same handler, the result of the reaction roll 
may be adjusted by +1 or –1 (at the hander’s discretion) before 
the reaction roll is made (e.g., the reaction roll for a a riding dog 
that has been in service to the same handler for 19 months may 
be adjusted by up to +3 or down to –3, at the handler’s discre-
tion, determined before the roll is made). Riding dogs bred for 
use by gnomes will always incur a –1 adjustment for reactions to 
natural gnome enemies (e.g., kobolds and goblins). 

Combat
Riding dogs are already trained to bear riders into combat, and 
don’t require any additional training for this purpose. Riding 
dogs know the tricks attack, come, defend, down, guard, and 
heel. While mounted, a rider has two options—control the 
mount or allow it to act independently. When mounted, a riding 
dog moves as the rider directs it, and it only has three action 
options: dash, disengage and dodge. 

A charge attack is considered to be a dash command in which 
the riding dog cannot make its own attack. A successful mount-
ed charge from 20 yards does double damage with a lance, 
spear, or similar stabbing pole weapon.

A riding dog can fight (i.e., attack an opponent) while carrying a 
rider, but the rider cannot also attack unless he or she succeeds 
on a Dexterity check.

If using individual initiative: an unmounted riding dog’s initiative 
is determined independently; a mounted riding dog’s initiative 
matches that of its rider. 

Morale
A riding dog accompanied by its handler (either in proximity 
when unmounted, or when mounted), is treated as a hench-
man, with the dog’s morale based on its handler’s Charisma 
(see “Bonuses and Penalties Due to Abilities"). The morale of 
an unaccompanied riding dog is 7.

Training
Training a riding dog to follow additional commands (e.g., seek, 
fetch, etc.) requires that the handler be skilled in animal train-
ing methods, and that proper time be allotted for such training 
(generally 1-3 weeks per trick). A dog with an Intelligence of 2 
may learn a maximum of 4 tricks. A dog with an Intelligence of 
3 may learn a maximum of 6 tricks.

Because dogs are normally limited to being trained for a single 
specific purpose, a dog trained for riding cannot normally be 
trained for additional purposes (like fighting or guarding).
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